
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Rid your yard of mosquitoes and nuisance insects once and 
for all.  The Cube Pro Mosquito Misting System with a 
Bluetooth controller is powerful enough to handle up to 60 
nozzles. Add the optional Zone Kit and double the misting 
power to 120 nozzles. Or use the Zone Kit to run 2 
independent zones. Set separate mist times and durations 
for each zone. The 26-inch cubed tank is the 55-gallon 
reservoir and houses all the components safely and 
securely under the lid. 

The user friendly, Bluetooth controller connects to a phone 
through the free Pynamite App. The Pynamite App is used 
for system setup and as the remote control. It can be 
accessed whenever it is within range of the Bluetooth 
controller. The system also comes with a long-range 
handheld remote control.  Several phones can be paired to 
a system, so while you’re paired, your customers can be 
too.  And you can pair all your customer’s systems to your 
phone. The Bluetooth controller tracks dusk and dawn, so 
no more resetting the mist cycles as the days get longer.  It 
will also indicate when it is time to refill the tank. 
 
The Cube Pro comes with an agitator to ensure a 
consistent blend with every mist and an anti-siphon valve 
to stop the siphoning of misting concentrate if the tubing 
gets cut. The specially designed filter helps keep the 
nozzles clog free. 

The Pynamite Cube Pro system operates on a 120v 
standard household outlet.   

info@pynamite.net            866-986-5586             www.pynamite.net 

• ZONE KIT  

Add the Zone Kit option to mist up to 120 

nozzles or create 2 independent zones 

 

 

 

 

 

The only mosquito misting system of its kind

 

• Custom designed 55-gallon, 26-inch Cube all-
inclusive system with Bluetooth Controller

• High pressure pump can mist up to 60 nozzles. 

• Pynamite App allows for easy system set up and 
serves as a remote control to Stop, Start, or Skip 
a mist when in range of the Bluetooth controller

• Long-range, handheld remote control

• Programmable mist days and times - choose the 
day, the time, and the duration

• Automatically knows dawn and dusk, no need 
to adjust for Daylight Saving Time

• Agitation and Stir cycles standard

• Liquid Level Status, no guessing when to refill

• Mist Saver suspends misting when the 
temperature falls below 50F

• Onboard filter keeps sediment from entering 

the nozzle circuit and clogging the nozzles  

• Anti-siphon valve stops solution from emptying 

if tubing accidently gets cut

• Pressure maintaining valve holds pressure in the 

nozzle circuit for quick start up

• Plugs into a standard 120v outlet

Only 26 inches cubed 

and still  

55 gallons 


